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Abstract: To deal with the threat of the new generation of electronic warfare, we establish a non-cooperative
countermeasure game model to analyze power allocation and interference suppression between multistatic multipleinput multiple-output (MIMO) radars and multiple jammers in this study. First, according to the power allocation
strategy, a supermodular power allocation game framework with a ﬁxed weight (FW) vector is constructed. At the
same time, a constrained optimization model for maximizing the radar utility function is established. Based on the
utility function, the best power allocation strategies for the radars and jammers are obtained. The existence and
uniqueness of the Nash equilibrium (NE) of the supermodular game are proved. A supermodular game algorithm
with FW is proposed which converges to the NE. In addition, we use adaptive beamforming methods to suppress
cross-channel interference that occurs as direct wave interferences between the radars and jammers. A supermodular
game algorithm for joint power allocation and beamforming is also proposed. The algorithm can ensure the best
power allocation, and also improves the interference suppression ability of the MIMO radar. Finally, the eﬀectiveness
and convergence of two algorithms are veriﬁed by numerical results.
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1 Introduction
With the continuous development of modern
electronic warfare (EW), all countries are updating and improving their own weapons and equipment (Stephens, 1996). As the main participants
in EW, new radar systems, including multiple-input
‡
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multiple-output (MIMO) radar, cognitive radar,
multistatic radar, and imaging radar, have become
the main research and development direction of various countries. In particular, MIMO radar will
be gradually applied to modern military conﬂicts.
Multistatic MIMO radar combines the advantages of
MIMO and multistatic radars, and it will become the
main research direction of the next-generation radar
system. It not only has superior target detection
and tracking ability, but also exhibits wide coverage
and strong interference suppression abilities (Hershey, 1990; Chernyak, 1998; Li J and Stoica, 2009).
Suppression jamming and deceptive jamming
are the main jamming strategies in actual electronic
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countermeasures (ECMs) (Yu et al., 2019). Suppression jamming usually uses a high-power noise
waveform to break down radar electronic protection
measures. Its main purpose is to reduce the echo
signal quality of the radar receiver, so the radar cannot perform target detection and tracking well. Deception jamming uses mainly the false target information to confuse the radar, so it does not conﬁrm
the distance or angle of the real target in the received echo information (Tang B et al., 2016). To
improve target detection and tracking ability, radar
systems need new anti-jamming strategies to deal
with diﬀerent types of jamming. In view of the gaming relationship between jamming and anti-jamming,
decision makers on both sides need to change their
own strategies to deal with the changing real-time
battleﬁeld information.
Recently, many studies have analyzed the communication network using game theory, which is
mainly about the development of autonomous,
anonymous, and ﬂexible mobile networks. In fact,
network devices can construct a low-complexity distributed algorithm that makes independent and reasonable strategic decisions concerning the cooperation and competition behaviors of network entities
(Saad et al., 2009; Dahrouj and Yu, 2010; Moragrega
et al., 2013). Game theory has also been applied to
diﬀerent aspects of radar research, including radar
waveform design (Piezzo et al., 2013; Han and Nehorai, 2016; Panoui et al., 2016), radar countermeasures (Bachmann et al., 2011; Norouzi and Norouzi,
2012; Song et al., 2012; Deligiannis et al., 2016b;
Wang and Zhang, 2019), target detection and tracking (Gogineni and Nehorai, 2012; Chavali and Nehorai, 2013; Tang L et al., 2013; Lan et al., 2015;
Bogdanović et al., 2018; Niu et al., 2018), radar resource allocation (Sun et al., 2014; Chen et al., 2015;
Deligiannis et al., 2016a, 2017; Shi et al., 2018; Liu
et al., 2019; Yuan et al., 2019; Li ZJ et al., 2020; Shi
et al., 2020a, 2021; Yi et al., 2020), and radar communication integration (Rihan and Huang, 2018; Shi
et al., 2019a, 2019b, 2020b). Han and Nehorai (2016)
considered the frequency-hopping waveform of collocated MIMO radar using game theory. The joint design of amplitude and frequency-hopping coding was
used to meet the performance requirements of waveform design. Meanwhile, two joint algorithms were
proposed and they converged to the -approximate
equilibrium. Similarly, a non-cooperative game the-
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ory approach was considered in the coding design
of radar networks (Piezzo et al., 2013). Three different non-cooperative game coding algorithms were
proposed to minimize the sidelobe level, and these
algorithms converged to the equilibrium solution of
the game. Based on Piezzo et al. (2013), a novel
game theory framework was constructed to study
the waveform design of distributed MIMO radar in
the presence of clutter. Moreover, the existence and
uniqueness of Nash equilibrium (NE) were strictly
proved using the large midpoint property (LMP)
(Panoui et al., 2016). In the research on radar countermeasures, the interaction between the radars and
jammers was evaluated in a typical and well-studied
cluttered environment. A novel utility function with
joint detection and false alarm probabilities was proposed. It was proved that the utility function satisﬁes the properties of supermodular games and the
existence of pure strategy NE (Bachmann et al.,
2011). Meanwhile, the mutual information criterion
between the radars and jammers was taken as the
utility function (Song et al., 2012). Unilateral, hierarchical, and symmetric games were studied, and
the equilibrium solutions of power allocation were
obtained. Additionally, strategic game theory analysis was applied to the scheduling between the radars
and jammers during peace and war (Norouzi and
Norouzi, 2012). In Tang L et al. (2013), the dynamic interactions between a bistatic radar network
and an attacker were modeled as a repeated security game. Two learning algorithms were proposed,
and were veriﬁed to converge to the set of correlated
equilibria (Tang L et al., 2013). In Gogineni and
Nehorai (2012), the target detection performance of
polarization MIMO radar was investigated based on
game theory. A game polarization target detection
algorithm was proposed that has better performance
than single vertical polarization or horizontal polarization (Gogineni and Nehorai, 2012). At the same
time, with respect to target tracking, a game theoretic model for concurrent particle ﬁlter and data
association was considered (Chavali and Nehorai,
2013). A particle ﬁlter technique for tracking maneuvering targets in the presence of clutter was used
to build a regret-based learning algorithm to ﬁnd
this game’s equilibrium. Aiming at the problems of
power allocation between radars, a joint beamforming and power allocation technology was considered
in the presence of multiple targets (Deligiannis et al.,
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an all-one-vector whose length is L. n(t) is an independent and identically distributed Gaussian white
noise at time t, with n(t) ∼ CN(0, σn2 I).

2 System model
A system model involving multistatic MIMO
radars and multiple jammers with multiple targets
is investigated, as shown in Fig. 1. There are K separate multistatic radars, and every radar consists of
Mt transmit antennas and Mr receive antennas. In
particular, it is assumed that each radar is set to the
same number of transmit and receive antennas; that
is, M = Mt = Mr . The spacing between adjacent elements is a half wavelength. Multiple jammers emit
jamming signals to decrease the target detection and
tracking ability of the MIMO radars.
Target L

Target 1


Jammer→MIMO radar
Radar k→target→radar i (i ≠ k)
Radar k→target→radar k
MIMO radar→target
Radar k→radar i
Jammer 1



2016a). The relationship between radars using a
strategic non-cooperative game (SNG) was studied.
Furthermore, a power allocation learning algorithm
was proposed, and it converged to the NE. Based on
the cooperative relationship between radars, a power
allocation strategy for a multistatic radar network in
target tracking was analyzed using cooperative game
theory (Sun et al., 2014; Chen et al., 2015). The performance of the proposed cooperative power allocation game (PAG) algorithm was better than those of
random power allocation and uniform power allocation. In radar communication integration research,
the Stackelberg game was used to study the PAG
between radars and communication under spectrum
coexistence (Shi et al., 2019b, 2020b). Furthermore,
aiming at the uncertainty in radar communication
integration, a robust Stackelberg game model was
considered, in which the existence and uniqueness of
the NE were strictly proved. Meanwhile, an iterative power allocation method was proposed, and it
converged to the robust NE (Shi et al., 2019b).
Based on the above research, we study a game
model between a multistatic MIMO radar network
and multiple jammers with multiple targets. We do
not consider the inﬂuence of clutter on the radars.
For clariﬁcation, we can summarize the main contributions of this paper as follows:
1. Two kinds of supermodular game frameworks
for joint power allocation and beamforming (JPAB)
are established. One is a supermodular PAG framework with a ﬁxed weight (FW) vector, while the
other is a supermodular PAG framework based on
an optimal beamforming weight vector.
2. Based on game theory analysis, the best response (BR) functions of the radars and jammers are
obtained. Furthermore, the existence and uniqueness of NE are strictly proved.
3. The supermodular JPAB game algorithm is
proposed, and it converges to the NE solution. In
addition, the proposed algorithm can signiﬁcantly
suppress interference compared with other methods.
4. Numerical results are provided to verify the
eﬀectiveness and convergence of the algorithm.
Notations used in this paper are summarized as
follows: (·)T , (·)∗ , and (·)H represent the transpose,
conjugate, and conjugate transpose operations, respectively.  · F deﬁnes the Frobenius norm,  · 
deﬁnes the Euclidean norm, and | · | represents the
absolute value. IL is an L × L identity matrix. 1L is
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Jammer J

Radar 1


Radar K

Fig. 1 Multistatic MIMO radars and multiple jammers with multiple targets

For multistatic radars, the precoding waveform sequence from the k th radar to the lth target is sR(kl) (t), where k = 1, 2, · · · , K, l =
1, 2, · · · , L, and t is the time index of the radar
pulse.
Then, the precoding waveform vector
from the k th radar can be expressed as sRk (t) =
[sR(k1) (t), sR(k2) (t), · · · , sR(kL) (t)]T . In addition, the
MIMO radar waveform vector meets the orthogonality conditions:

TR

sRk (t)sH
Rk (t)dt = IL ,

(1)

where TR denotes the waveform’s pulse width.
The MIMO radar waveforms are uncorrelated
for diﬀerent targets. Based on acceptable time delays
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τl , the orthogonality satisﬁes


nals are written as (Deligiannis et al., 2016a)


1, l = l ,
sR(kl) (t −
− τkl )dt =
0, l =
 l .
TR
(2)
If a target echo is not completely orthogonal to the
corresponding transmit waveform, the background
noise will increase and the grating lobes will appear
after the matched ﬁltering. In this way, it will interfere with the radar’s target detection ability.
τkl )s∗R(kl ) (t

The signal sequence transmitted by the k th
radar to the lth target can be written as
xR(kl) (t) = wt(kl) sR(kl) (t),

(3)

where wt(kl) is the M × 1 transmit beamforming
weight vector from the k th radar to the lth target.
Then, all the transmitted signals of the k th radar
can be obtained:

xRk (t) =

L


wt(kl) sR(kl) (t).

(4)

l=1

Thus, the reﬂected signals of the k th radar from
the angle θkl of the lth target are
H
a(θkl )sR(kl) (t),
yR(kl) (t) = βl wt(kl)

(5)

where βl deﬁnes the lth target reﬂection coeﬃcient.
Then, the received signals of the k th radar are
ỹRk (t) =

K 
L


ht(kil) sR(il) (t) +

i=1 l=1

+

L
K 
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J


ct(jk) sJ(jk) (t)

H
a(θil )βkil ,
ht(kil) = b(θkl )wt(il)

(7a)

H
hr(kil) = a(θil )wr(kl)
b(θkl )βkil ,

(7b)

gt(kil) =

H
b(θrad(ki) )wt(il)
a(θrad(ik) ),

(7c)

H
gr(kil) = a(θrad(ki) )wr(il)
b(θrad(ik) ),
√
H
ct(jk) = b(θkj )wt(jk) a(θjk ) pJ(jk) ,
√
H
cr(jk) = a(θjk )wr(kj)
b(θkj ) pJ(jk) ,

(7d)

(6)

(7f)

where wr(kl) is the M ×1 receive beamforming weight
vector of the k th radar to the lth target, βkil is the
radar cross section (RCS) reﬂection coeﬃcient passing through the lth target from the ith radar to the
k th radar, pJ(jk) denotes the transmitted power of
the j th jammer after suppressed by the k th radar, θkl
represents the direction of arrival (DOA) from the
lth target to the k th radar, θrad(ki) is the direct direction angle from the ith radar to the k th radar, θjk is
the DOA from the j th jammer to the k th radar, a(θ)
and b(θ) are the transmitting and receiving steering
vectors of the k th radar respectively, which can be
deﬁned as
T

2π
2π
a(θ) = 1, ejd λ sin θ , · · · , ej(Mt −1)d λ sin θ , (8a)
T

2π
2π
b(θ) = 1, ejd λ sin θ , · · · , ej(Mr −1)d λ sin θ , (8b)
where d is the array element spacing which is considered to be the same for all radars. Besides, sJ(jk) (t)
indicates the jamming signal from the j th jammer
to the k th radar in Eq. (6). Similarly, the jammer
transmits the same signal as the radar does. Thus,
the jamming waveform transmitted by the j th jammer to the k th radar is

j=1

gt(kil) sR(il) (t) + n(t),

(7e)

sJ(jk) =

L


wjkl sR(kl) ,

(9)

l=1

i=k l=1

where ht(kil) is the channel vector for describing the
channel response of the signal transmitted by the ith
radar, reﬂected by the lth target, and received by
the k th radar, gt(kil) is the channel vector of the corresponding lth target signal transmitted by the ith
radar and received by the k th radar, and ct(jk) is the
channel vector of the jamming signal received by the
k th radar and transmitted by the j th jammer. Hence,
the channel equations for transmitting/receiving sig-

where wjkl denotes the weight coeﬃcient of the jamming signal from the j th jammer to the k th radar
corresponding to the lth target. In this way, if the
jamming signal is deceptive jamming, then it can be
intensive false target jamming. If the jamming signal is suppression jamming, then it can be blanket
jamming of white noise.
Although the receiver can obtain the desired
target signal using matched ﬁltering, there are jamming and cross-channel interference signals. Thus,
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the matched ﬁltering for the lth target echo is performed to obtain
zR(kl) =

K 
L


ht(kil) ρklin (τln ) +

i=1 n=1

+

J


ct(jk) ρklj (τlj )

j=1

L
K 


gt(kil) ρklin (τln ) + n,

(10)

i=k n=1

where ρklin (τln ) is the correlation factor between the
lth target waveform transmitted by the ith radar and
the corresponding nth target signal returning to the
k th radar, and ρklj (τlj ) is the correlation factor between the jamming signal of the j th jammer and the
signal transmitted from the k th radar to the lth target. Using beamforming, the desired output signal
of the k th radar, which corresponds to the lth target,
is
Zdes(kl) =

H
wr(kl)
ht(kkl) .

(11)

The target detection and tracking abilities of
radars will be aﬀected by cross-channel and multijammer interference. In this way, the waveform corresponding to the lth target of the k th radar uses
adaptive beamforming to suppress interference as
follows:
Zinter(kl) =

K 
L


H
wr(kl)
ht(kil) ρklin (τln )

i=1 n=l

+

J


H
wr(kl)
ct(jk) ρklj (τlj )

j=1

+

L
K 


H
wr(kl)
gt(kil) ρklin (τln ) + n,

i=k n=1

(12)
where n represents the Gaussian white noise.
γR(kl) is the signal-to-interference-plus-noise ratio (SINR) of the k th radar corresponding to the lth
target, written as

γR(kl)



Zdes(kl) 2
=
 .
Zinter(kl) 2
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3 Supermodular PAG with FW
3.1 Basic game formulation
A supermodular PAG framework is constructed
in the presence of multiple targets between multistatic MIMO radars and multiple jammers. We
study the suppression of jamming from the radar
side, and clutter is not considered. The radars and
jammers are the main players in the game, and their
corresponding power can be regarded as the game
strategies. The utility function is deﬁned as a logarithmic function. The main purpose of MIMO radars
is to maximize the utility function. Therefore, the
game framework can be deﬁned as
G1 = {P1 , S1 , U1 }.

In this section, the system model is built. In
the following section, the supermodular PAG is constructed, and the existence and uniqueness of the NE
will be strictly proved.

(14)

(1) Player:
P1 = PR1 × PJ1 , where
PR1 = {Radark |k = 1, 2, · · · , K} and PJ1 =
{Jammerj |j = 1, 2, · · · , J};
 (2) Strategy: S1 = SR1 × SJ1 , where SR1 =
T
pR(kl) |pRk = pR(k1) , pR(k2) , · · · , pR(kL)
and

T
SJ1 = pJ(jk) |pJk = pJ(1k) , pJ(2k) , · · · , pJ(Jk)
;
(3) Utility function: U1 = UR(klj) .
3.2 Power allocation optimization and NE
analysis
In view of the interference eﬀects of multiple
jammers on multistatic MIMO radars, we need effective methods to suppress interference. In addition, a reasonable power allocation strategy is
helpful in modifying radar’s ability to suppress the
jamming signal, which improves the radar’s ability
to detect and track targets. To obtain the radar
power allocation strategy, we normalize the radar
w
beamformer weight vectors as ŵt(kl) = wt(kl) and
 t(kl) 
w
σ2
ŵt(jk) = wt(jk) , and also denote σ̂ 2 =
.
 t(kl) 
wt(kl) 2
Therefore, the SINR can be rewritten as

γR(kl)
(13)
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2
 H

wr(kl) ĥt(kkl)  pR(kl)
= 
.
2
 H

wr(kl) ĉt(jk)  pJ(jk) + η̂R(kl)

(15)

Furthermore, the total interference received by the
k th radar corresponding to the lth target can be written as follows:

2
 H

ĉt(jk)  pJ(jk) + η̂R(kl) ,
(16)
IR(kl) = wr(kl)
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where

ĉt(jk)

η̂R(kl)

=

H
=
b(θkj )ŵt(jk)
a(θjk ),


K 
L
2

 H

wr(kl) ĥt(kin)  pR(in) +

i=k n=1

2
2
L 
J 


 H

 H

wr(kl) ĥt(kkn)  pR(kn) +
wr(kl) ĉt(qk)  pJ(qk)

n=l
K


+

q=j

2
L 

 H

wr(kl) ĝt(kin)  pR(in) + σ̂ 2 .

i=k n=1

Then, from Eqs. (15) and (16), the following
results can be obtained:

2
 H

wr(kl) ĥt(kkl)  pR(kl)
γR(kl) =
,
(17)
IR(kl)
∂γR(kl)
=
∂pR(kl)


2
 H

wr(kl) ĥt(kkl) 

γR(kl)
,
(18)
IR(kl)
pR(kl)

2 
2
 H
  H

ĉt(jk) 
pR(kl) wr(kl)
ĥt(kkl)  wr(kl)
∂γR(kl)
=−
.
2
∂pJ(jk)
IR(kl)
(19)
For the supermodular PAG, we construct a logarithmic utility function as follows:
=

UR(klj) (pR(kl) , pJ(jk) )
min
) − εkl pR(kl) +
= ln(γR(kl) − γR(kl)

J


ωqk pJ(qk) ,

q=1

(20)
min
is the minimum SINR threshold, and εkl
where γR(kl)
and ωqk are the linear price factor coeﬃcients, which
are positive numbers. Thus, the PAG optimization
model is established by maximizing the utility function as follows:
L

min max
UR(klj) (pR(kl) , pJ(jk) )
pJk pRk

s.t.

l=1
min
γR(kl)

≤ γR(kl) ,

∀l,

0 ≤ pR(kl) ≤ pmax
R(kl) ,
1L pRk ≤ pTot
Rk ,
0 ≤ pJ(jk) ≤ pmax
J(jk) ,
1J pJk ≤

pTot
Jk ,

(21a)
(21b)

∀l,

(21c)
(21d)

∀j,

(21e)
(21f)

where pmax
R(kl) is the maximum transmitted power of
th
the k radar to the lth target, pmax
J(jk) is the maximum
power of the j th jammer to the k th radar, pTot
Rk is the
total transmitted power of the k th radar, and pTot
Jk
is the total power from all the jammers to the k th
radar.
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To obtain the best power allocation strategies
for the radars and jammers, the utility function is
used to solve the BR functions of both sides. In
this way, radars and jammers can allocate the power
based on the BR strategies of the game. To maximize
the radar’s eﬀectiveness, it is necessary to change its
power allocation strategy to suppress the interference. The BR strategy of the k th radar to the lth
target is as follows:
p∗R(kl) = arg max UR(klj) (pR(kl) , pJ(jk) ).
pR(kl)

(22)

Therefore, the closed-form BR function of the k th
radar corresponding to the lth target can be obtained
from Eq. (22) (the solution process is provided in the
supplementary materials). We can obtain the result
as follows:
min
γR(kl)
IR(kl)
1
p∗R(kl) = 
.
2 +
εkl
 H

ĥ
wr(kl) t(kkl) 

(23)

To obtain the jammer’s BR strategy, we use the utility function to obtain the BR function. Therefore,
the BR strategy of the j th jammer corresponding to
the k th radar is
p∗J(jk) = arg min UR(klj) (pR(kl) , pJ(jk) ).
pJ(jk)

(24)

According to Eq. (24), we can obtain the
quadratic equation of one unknown variable (the solution process is provided in the supplementary materials). We can obtain Eq. (25), given at the top of
the next page.
Based on the quadratic root formula of one variable, we can obtain the BR closed-form solution of
the jammers. To guarantee the nonnegativity of the
power, we keep only the positive solution (26), given
at the top of the next page.
According to Eqs. (16) and (26), we can obtain
the BR closed-form solution from the j th jammer to
the k th radar as


1
∗
(27)
p∗J(jk) = 
2 IR(kl) − η̂R(kl) .
 H

wr(kl) ĉt(jk) 
Thus, the optimal power allocation strategies for
the radars and jammers are obtained. According to
the game theory, we can determine the NE solution of
the game between the radars and jammers, as shown
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2
IR(kl)
−

∗
=
IR(kl)


2
 H

pR(kl) wr(kl)
ĥt(kkl) 
min
γR(kl)


2
 H

pR(kl) wr(kl)
ĥt(kkl) 
min
2γR(kl)

IR(kl) +

pJ(jk)


2 
2
 H
  H

ĉt(jk) 
pR(kl) wr(kl)
ĥt(kkl)  ŵr(kl)
min
ωjk γR(kl)

= 0.


⎛

2 ⎞2

2 
2

 H

 H
  H

 pR(kl) wr(kl)
ĉ
p
ĥ
ĥ

w

w
t(kkl) ⎟
R(kl)
r(kl) t(kkl)
r(kl) t(jk) 
⎜

+ ⎝
.
⎠ −
min
min
2γR(kl)
ωjk γR(kl)

in Fig. 2. The NE solution of the game means that
no player can proﬁt more by changing its unilateral
strategy.

max
pJ(jk)

BRR(pJ(jk))

BRJ(pR(kl))

max
pR(kl)

NE

(0, 0)
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pR(kl)

Fig. 2 Nash equilibrium (NE) for the supermodular
power allocation game

To show that G1 is a supermodular game with
a pure strategy NE solution, three properties of the
supermodular game need to be satisﬁed: (1) The
strategy set is a compact subset; (2) BR strategies
of the utility function for all players are continuously
diﬀerentiable; (3) The utility function satisﬁes the
increasing diﬀerence in the relationship between the
strategies of the players.
Obviously, the ﬁrst two properties can be satisﬁed through the proposed game framework in this
study. The third property can also be satisﬁed, and is
equivalent to the second-order mixed partial derivative of the utility function of the strategies of both
sides. The derivative result is greater than or equal

(25)

(26)

to zero:
2
(pR(kl) , pJ(jk) )
∂UR(klj)

∂pJ(jk) ∂pR(kl)

≥ 0.

(28)

The proof of inequality (28) is provided in the
supplementary materials.
Lemma 1 The utility function of the game has
supermodularity, satisfying inequality (28).
Furthermore, the proposed game has supermodularity, and has pure strategy NE. Therefore, the existence of NE is satisﬁed. Next, the uniqueness of
NE is proved using the standard function deﬁnition.
The standard function satisﬁes the following three
properties:
(1) Positivity. The function is strictly positive;
that is, F (x) > 0.
(2) Monotonicity. If x ≥ x , then F (x) ≥ F (x ).
(3) Scalability. For all a > 1, aF (x) > F (ax).
The BR strategy of the k th radar is derived as


BRR pJ(jk)


min
2

γR(kl)

 H
=
2 wr(kl) ĉt(jk)  pJ(jk) + η̂R(kl)
 H

wr(kl) ĥt(kkl) 
+

1
.
εkl

(29)

The proof of Eq. (29) is provided in the supplementary materials.
Lemma 2 BR function (29) satisﬁes the three
properties of the standard function.
Therefore, the existence and uniqueness of NE
are satisﬁed. After many game iterations, power
allocation strategies of both sides converge to the
NE. By replacing the variables in Eq. (29), we can
obtain the iterative radar power allocation formula
as follows:
 min
pmax
R(kl)
γR(kl) (n)
1
(n+1)
pR(kl) +
,
(30)
pR(kl) =
γR(kl)
εkl
0
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where n is number of iterations and [x]ba =
max[min[x, b], a]. In addition, according to Eq. (27),
the corresponding iterative jammer power formula
can be obtained as follows:
⎤pmax
J(jk)

⎡



1
⎥
⎢
(n+1)
(n)
(n)
pJ(jk) = ⎣ 
2 IR(kl) − η̂R(kl) ⎦
 H

wr(kl) ĉt(jk) 
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S2 = SR2 × SJ2 , where SR2 =
 (2) Strategy:

T
pR(kl) , wt(k1) |pRk = pR(k1) , pR(k2) , · · · , pR(kL) ,
T

w t(k) = wt(k1) , wt(k2) , · · · , wt(kL)

SJ2 = pJ(jk) |pJk = pJ(1k) , pJ(2k) , · · · , pJ(Jk)

and
T

;

(3) Utility function: U2 = UR(klj) .

.

4.2 Beamforming optimization

0

(31)
Based on the NE analysis of the above PAG, a
reasonable power allocation strategy can help the
radar maximize the utility values of the MIMO
radars in the presence of multiple jammers. In this
study, a supermodular PAG algorithm with an FW
vector is proposed, as summarized in Algorithm 1.
Algorithm 1 Supermodular PAG algorithm with
FW
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:

Input: Set the parameters and the initial power
For l ← 1, L, k ← 1, K
Update radar power pR(kl) using inequality (28)
End For
For k ← 1, K, j ← 1, J
(n)
Update jammer power pJ(jk) using Eq. (29)
End For


 (n+1)
(n) 
While pR(kl) − pR(kl)  < ε Stop
Output: pR(kl) and pJ(jk)

In general terms, a supermodular PAG framework with FW is constructed. In this framework, we
can obtain BR strategies of both sides of the game,
and prove the existence and uniqueness of the NE.
Based on the BR strategies, a supermodular PAG
algorithm with FW is proposed to help the radar
reduce the inﬂuence of jammers.

To improve MIMO radar eﬃciency, we need to
suppress diﬀerent kinds of interference, including
cross-channel interference, radar direct wave interference, and jammer interference. Adaptive beamforming can improve its own weight vector based on
the external signal environment and internal processing system, and then eﬀectively suppress the interference. There are classical optimal beamformer
methods to solve adaptive weight vectors. These algorithms meet the radar system requirements based
on optimal criteria, including the minimum mean
square error (MMSE), minimum variance distortionless response (MVDR), and linearly constrained minimum variance (LCMV) (Frost, 1972; Souden et al.,
2010; Yukawa et al., 2013). To determine the beamforming weight vector with game theory, the optimal
radar receiving weight vector is obtained using the
MMSE criterion in Deligiannis et al. (2016a). It
can suppress cross-channel interference and strong
clutter, such as a focal point. Although clutter is
not considered, strong clutter can be eﬀectively suppressed by the proposed algorithm. The MVDR and
LCMV criteria are used to obtain the required beamforming weight vectors, and have better interference
suppression eﬀects. Next, the beamforming optimization model can be written as follows:

4 Supermodular game of JPAB

min

wr(kl)

(33a)

H
s.t. wr(kl)
ht(kkl) = 1,

4.1 Basic game formulation
In this subsection, adaptive beamforming is
used to suppress interference. Therefore, a supermodular PAG framework of JPAB is constructed,
and the corresponding supermodular JPAB game algorithm is proposed to help the radar reduce the inﬂuence of jammers. The framework can be expressed
as
G2 = {P2 , S2 , U2 }.

H
RZ wr(kl)
wr(kl)

(32)

(1) Player: PR2 = {Radark |k = 1, 2, · · · , K}
and PJ2 = {Jammerj |j = 1, 2, · · · , J};

where
L

n=l

RZ

(33b)

H
wr(kl)
gt(kil) = 0,

∀i = k,

(33c)

H
wr(kl)
ct(jk)

∀j,

(33d)

= 0,

K 
L


=

i=1 n=1

pR(in) ĥt(kin) ĥH
t(kin) +

pR(kn) ĥt(kkn) ĥH
+ σn2 I.
t(kkn)

Let

[ht(kkl) , gt(k1l) , . . . , gt(kKl) , ct(1k) , · · · , ct(Jk) ]
'
()
* '
()
*
K−1

F = [1, 0, · · · , 0, 0, . . . , 0].
' () * ' () *
K−1

J

J

G

=
and
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According to optimization model (33), we construct the optimization model constraint in the following matrix form:
min

wr(kl)

s.t.

H
wr(kl)
R Z wr(kl)

(34a)

H
wr(kl)
G = F H.

(34b)

In this way, the Lagrange multiplier method is
used to calculate the following results:
L(wr(kl) , κ )


(35)
1 H
H
= wr(kl)
R Z wr(kl) + wr(kl)
G − F H κ,
2
where κ is the Lagrangian multiplier vector. The
gradient of Lagrangian function (35) can be obtained
as
κ = 0.
∇wr(kl) L(ŵr(kl) , κ ) = R Z wr(kl) + Gκ

(36)

Furthermore, the optimal receiving weight vector is
obtained by solving Eq. (36) as
∗
R−1
κ,
= −R
wr(kl)
Z Gκ

(37)

where R Z exists and it is a positive deﬁnite matrix.
The optimal receiving weight vector is substituted
into the constraint of optimization model (34), and
has the following result:

−1
κ = − GHR −1
F.
(38)
Z G
Due to the existence of GHR −1
Z G, the positive deﬁniteness of R Z , and the full rank of G (Frost, 1972),
the optimal received beamforming weight is obtained
from Eqs. (37) and (38):
 H −1 −1
∗
wr(kl)
= R −1
F.
(39)
Z G G RZ G
In addition, the MVDR beamformer weight vector
can be obtained by deforming the LCMV. According to Dahrouj and Yu (2010) and Deligiannis et al.
(2016a), there is a scale coeﬃcient relationship between the transmitting beamforming weight vector
and the receiving beamforming weight vector:
+
(40)
wt(kl) = δkl wr(kl) ,
where δkl is a scalar factor. This is calculated using
the optimal equality form of SINR inequality constraint (21a). Therefore, substituting Eq. (40) into
the SINR equality form in model (21), we have
1
min
γR(kl)

L 

2
2

 H

 H

wr(kl) ĥr(kkl)  δkl −
wr(kl) ĥr(kkn)  δkn

=φR(kl) ,

n=l

(41)
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where φR(kl) =

2
K 
L 

 H

wr(kl) ĥt(kin)  pR(in) + σ̂ 2 +

i=k n=1

2
2
J 
K 
L 


 H

 H

wr(kl) ĉt(qk)  pJ(qk) +
wr(kl) ĝ t(kin)  .

q=1

i=k n=1

Eq. (41) can be written as the following matrix
form:
(42)
Ψk δ k = φ k ,
where δ k = [δk1 , δk2 , · · · , δkL ]T , and Ψk ∈
RL×L and its corresponding
 elements 2can be ex
1  H
pressed as [Ψk ]ll = γ min wr(kl) hr(kkl)  , [Ψk ]lj =
R(kl)
2


 H
hr(kkj)  , for j = l.
−wr(kl)
Therefore, an iterative supermodular JPAB
game algorithm is proposed. The algorithm is summarized in Algorithm 2.
Finally, a supermodular JPAB game framework
is constructed. The multistatic MIMO radar transmitting and receiving weight vectors are obtained,
and the corresponding supermodular JPAB game algorithm is proposed.
Algorithm 2 Supermodular JPAB game algorithm
1: Input: Set the parameters and the initial power
2: For l ← 1, L, k ← 1, K
3:
Update radar power pR(kl) by inequality (28)
4:
Update receiving beamformer weight vector w r(kl)
using Eq. (37)
5:
Update transmitting beamformer weight vector wt(kl)
using Eq. (40)
6: End For
7: For k ← 1, K, j ← 1, J
(n)
8:
Update jammer power pJ(jk) using Eq. (29)
9: End For


 (n+1)
(n) 
10: While pR(kl) − pR(kl)  < ε Stop
11: Output: pR(kl) , wt(kl) , wr(kl) , and pJ(jk)

5 Numerical results
In this section, numerical results are presented
to verify the convergence and eﬀectiveness of the proposed algorithms. It is assumed that each radar has
the same number of transmit and receive array antennas, and that the distance between adjacent array elements is a half wavelength. The multistatic
MIMO radars are on the same side, while the targets
and jammers are on the opposite side. When multiple targets appear in the radar coverage area, the
MIMO radars will accurately detect and track these
targets. Then, the MIMO radars will guide the missile to strike and destroy the targets. However, to
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Our model includes a bistatic MIMO radar network, two jammers, and two targets. On the radar
system side, each radar consists of 24 transmit/
receive antennas. The jammers use noise blanket
jamming to interfere with radar operations. Therefore, the algorithms’ parameters are set as follows:
The DOAs of the targets’ arrival at the radars are
θ11 = 6°, θ12 = 15°, θ21 = 8°, and θ22 = 32°. The
DOAs between the radars are θrad(12) = 60° and
θrad(21) = −50°. The DOAs of the jammers’ arrival at the radars are θ11 = −60°, θ12 = −40°, θ21 =
−20°, and θ22 = 13°. The minimum SINR thresholds
min
min
min
= 13 dB, γ12
= 14 dB, γ21
= 10 dB, and
are γ11
min
γ22 = 12 dB. The scattering amplitude coeﬃcient of
both targets is set to 1. The maximum power of each
radar is 10. The maximum power of each jammer is
set to 10. The tolerance of iteration diﬀerence is 10−8
or the termination step is 30. The price coeﬃcients
are set to ε11 = 0.25, ε12 = 0.3, ε21 = 0.6, ε22 = 0.9,

Radar power allocation

12

Radar 1−target 1
Radar 1−target 2
Radar 2−target 1
Radar 2−target 2

10
8
6
4
2
0

0

5

10
15
20
Number of iterations

25

and ω11 = ω12 = ω21 = ω22 = 0.8. The correlation factor is 0.3. When two targets enter the radar
power coverage, radars and targets become participants in the confrontation game. Meanwhile, the
jammers interfere with the radars, which aﬀects the
normal radar operations. The decision makers control the radars to suppress the interference through
reasonable power allocation strategies.
Fig. 3 shows the simulation results of the supermodular power allocation algorithm with FW.
Fig. 3a shows the power allocation of multiple MIMO
radars to diﬀerent targets. After about 10 iterations,
the algorithm converges to the NE. Fig. 3b shows the
power allocation of two jammers to diﬀerent radars.
Fig. 3c shows various radar SINRs to the targets,
which eventually converge to the preset minimum
SINR thresholds. Fig. 3d shows the iterative convergence process of bistatic MIMO radar utility function values. According to the simulation results, the
power allocation strategies of both sides converge to
the NE of the game. In this way, the game players cannot unilaterally change their power allocation
strategy to enhance their own advantage in the NE.
The inﬂuence of clutter on radars, however, is
not considered in this study. For the supermodular
Jammer 1−radar 1
Jammer 1−radar 2
Jammer 2−radar 1
Jammer 2−radar 2

1.2
Jammer power allocation

decrease the radar’s detection and tracking ability,
the targets need to have super stealth and maneuverability and obtain jamming support from the same
jammers. Therefore, the radars and jammers need
to establish their own reasonable power allocation
strategies in the game and gain the maximum proﬁt.
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Fig. 3 Simulation results of the supermodular PAG algorithm with FW: (a) power allocation convergence
for MIMO radars; (b) power allocation convergence for jammers; (c) SINR convergence for MIMO radars;
(d) utility value convergence for MIMO radars
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Based on game theory analysis, we studied a
game model of multistatic MIMO radars and multiple jammers in the presence of multiple targets.
First, a supermodular game framework was established, in which radars and jammers were the main
players that carried out power allocation strategies.
The existence and uniqueness of NE of the game
were strictly proved. Furthermore, a supermodular
game algorithm with FW was proposed, and it
converged to the NE. Then, a supermodular JPAB

Beamforming pattern (dB)

Beamforming pattern (dB)

20

6 Conclusions

Utility value

JPAB game algorithm, we construct MVDR and
LCMV game algorithms. The simulation results
are compared with those of the MMSE algorithm
in Deligiannis et al. (2016a). Fig. 4 shows the receive beampatterns of diﬀerent supermodular JPAB
game algorithms. It can be seen from the ﬁgure
that diﬀerent targets are illuminated by multistatic
MIMO radars. These three algorithms can suppress the cross-channel interference between radars.
However, for jammer interference, the MMSE and
MVDR game algorithms will show the angle deviation of interference suppression. The LCMV game
algorithm can suppress the interference accurately.
Fig. 5 shows a comparison of power allocation and
utility function values between radars and jammers
of all algorithms at the NE state. It shows that the
MMSE, MVDR, and LCMV game algorithms cause
multiple jammers to use more power than the FW
algorithm under the same radar transmit power. Additionally, the utility values of the MMSE, MVDR,
and LCMV game algorithms are larger than that of
the FW algorithm. Finally, simulation results show
that the LCMV game algorithm is better than the
other algorithms.
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Fig. 4 Receive beampatterns: (a) the main beam of radar 1 pointing to target 1; (b) the main beam of radar 1
pointing to target 2; (c) the main beam of radar 2 pointing to target 1; (d) the main beam of radar 2 pointing
to target 2
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game framework was established to better suppress
the interference of multiple jammers. Similarly, a
supermodular JPAB game algorithm was proposed.
To solve the received beamformer weight vector, we
used MVDR and LCMV algorithms. According to
the simulation results, the ability of the interference
suppression and the eﬀectiveness and convergence
of the proposed algorithms were veriﬁed.
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